MODULAR UNIFIED
SUPERVISION PLATFORM

IPARTNER
PLUGINS
Proposed a personalized
user interface built to meet
operational needs is an important
challenge for security system
integrators. They must be able
to provide the best user experience
as well as the best performance
to their customers.
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Customizable business
software components

Available SDK

0

Unlimited

License for application clients

Application clients

Multi-business
Our plugins take into account the specificities
of each integrated subsystem, of each business,
which allows extreme customization
of your platform.

MORE INFORMATION ON :
www.ipartner-it.com

PLUGINS
FEATURES

ITS OBJECTIVES
IPARTNER offers a unified supervision platform,

Through its Plugins, IPARTNER offers its

for the safety of people and goods, composed

integrator partners a powerful, intuitive and

of communicating and customizable software

customizable software solution to respond

bricks.

very simply to the challenges and needs of
their customers.

Customizable
The user interface is built
dependin to operational
needs by assembling
the different Plugins.

Integrable
Plugins integrate and
cooperate with monitoring
center tools, such as SCADA
and VMS.

OUR PLUGINS

ReplayControl

Systems aggregator

SequenceControl

AlarmControl

The DataConnector
Plugin centralizes the data
from partner subsystems
and transmits them for
processing by the operator
in its user interface
or from its VMS.

VideoControl

Secure

DutyLog

DATACONNECTOR

EvidenceCapture

The client / server architecture
(Secure by Design), based on
redundant services, ensures
high operational availability.

WallControl

MapControl

PartnerGateway

VideoPushControl

DataConnector

EvidenceCapture

AlarmControl

VideoControl

VideoPushControl

Federates all the
Plugins and ensures
the authentication
of each component

Capture of a critical
or training IT
station activity and
synchronization with
agent conversations
as well as actions
(e.g. keyboard
input and mouse
manipulation)

Event and alarm
processing workflow
management

Management
of visualization
of video streams
and control (PTZ)

Pilot the provision
of snapshots
or video extracts
in an automated
manner

PartnerGateway
Video proxy
for interconnection
of partner sites

ReplayControl
Advanced replay
module with
multi-source
synchronization

WallControl

SequenceControl

Multi-source video
and media software
decoding

Managing video
cycles and display
contexts for video
walls

DutyLog
Recording
of technical
and operational
events

MapControl
Vector mapping
and GIS management

